On Saturday, August 13th, Brick Coworkshop of Holyoke, Massachusetts will be hosting their 3rd Anniversary celebration alongside the canals downtown.

In certain quarters of New England it seems like new co-working spaces are popping up in old mills and taking over whole buildings faster than Dunkin’ Donuts are sprouting roadside. Aside from being hotbeds of creativity and new businesses, these spaces build a sense of shared community among their tenants. In addition to economic development, these spaces also contribute mightily to the promotion of fun. Each of Brick’s anniversary events has been bigger than the last. This year there will be an art gallery and installations, beer from Abandoned Building Brewery and cocktails by Rueology Cocktails, food by Holyoke Hummus Co. and Mission Cantina and load of musical entertainment as well.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14TH FROM 7 PM TO 12:00 AM
TICKETS $5; CASH BAR AND FOOD
MORE INFO